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hp-ANALYSIS OF A HYBRID DG METHOD FOR STOKES FLOW

HERBERT EGGER1 AND CHRISTIAN WALUGA2

Abstract. This manuscript deals with the hp error analysis of a hybrid discontinuous
Galerkin method for incompressible flow. Besides the usual coercivity and boundedness
estimates, we establish the inf-sup stability for the discrete incompressibility constraint with
a constant, which is only slightly sub-optimal with respect to the polynomial degree. This
result holds on irregular and hybrid meshes in two and three spatial dimensions, and its
proof is based on a new stability estimate for the L2 projection on simplex elements. The
sharp estimate for the inf-sup constants in turn allows to derive a-priori estimates, which
are optimal with respect to the meshsize and only slightly sub-optimal with respect to the
polynomial degree. In addition to the a-priori results, we also present a rigorous hp analysis
of a residual-type a-posteriori error estimator. Reliability and efficiency are proven and the
explicit dependence of the estimates on the polynomial approximation order is elaborated.
The theoretical results are illustrated with numerical tests.

Keywords: Stokes equation, discontinuous Galerkin methods, hybridization, a-posteriori
error estimation, hp-analysis

AMS subject classification: 65N12, 65N15, 65N30, 65N35

1. Introduction

Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods have been introduced and since then been widely used
for the solution of hyperbolic problems, e.g. in neutron transport [54, 44, 39] or compressible
flow [24, 38, 9]. On the other hand, these methods can be applied as well for the discretization
of second order elliptic problems, cf. e.g. [3, 5]. A combination of both approaches allows to
treat problems in purely hyperbolic, convection dominated, and elliptic regimes in a unified
manner. For a systematic introduction and various applications of DG methods, let us refer
to [5, 55] and [22], and to the references given there.

For elliptic problems, DG methods are closely related to mixed methods [14]; in fact, they
can be understood as stabilized mixed methods, and hybridization [4] can be employed for
an efficient implementation. The generalization of this idea to discontinuous Galerkin and
domain decomposition methods has been investigated for instance in [8, 19, 26].

Discontinuous Galerkin methods are well-suited also for the numerical solution of incompress-
ible flow problems, and several schemes have been proposed and analyzed for this purpose,
see e.g. [61, 21, 57, 34, 55]. In this paper, we consider a hybrid DG method for Stokes flow,
which is closely related to the DG methods investigated in [61, 57, 34]. The term hybrid refers
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to the fact, that, like for the hybrid mixed methods [4], additional variables are used for the
approximation of fields on the skeleton of the mesh. Let us also mention the work [50, 43, 20]
on other hybrid DG formulations for incompressible flow, which make explicit use of velocity
gradients, use different approximation spaces, or a vorticity formulation. A comparison of
several methods has been given in [23].

The method considered in this paper can be seen as a hybrid version of a symmetric interior
penalty Galerkin method included in the analysis of [57]. The hybrid method only involves
approximations for the velocity and pressure on the elements, and additional hybrid variables
for the velocities at the skeleton. In contrast to related DG methods, the hybrid formulation
allows an element-wise assembling process, and the elimination of most degrees of freedom
already on the element level.

The focus of the current presentation is a detailed hp error analysis for the hybrid DG method
on irregular meshes made up of simplices and hypercubes. With similar tools as in [34, 55],
the extension of the method to the Ossen and Navier-Stokes equations is possible, but such
generalizations are not in the scope of the present work.

The basic result of the first part of our presentation, which deals with the a-priori analysis,
will be the proof of an inf-sup stability condition for the discrete divergence constraint. The
presence of the hybrid variables allows a particularly simple construction of a Fortin operator

based on local L2 projections. The hp bounds for the Fortin operator, and consequently also
for the inf-sup stability constant, then follow from stability and approximation estimates for
the local projections. Based on recent results of [18], we are able to derive sharp estimates
also for simplex elements. Our analysis thus applies to irregular hybrid meshes containing
simplices and hypercubes. Let us mention [61] and [57], where similar hp stability estimates
for related DG methods on quadrilateral and hexahedral meshes were derived with different
arguments. hp estimates for the inf-sup constant are also known for conforming finite elements
[59] and spectral methods [12]; see Remark 6.11 for a short discussion.

In the second part of this manuscript, we investigate the a-posteriori error estimation based
on the framework of [1, 41] for non-conforming finite element methods; see also [40, 17]
and [36, 15] for related work on DG methods, and [46] for the hp a-posteriori estimates
of conforming finite element methods. We consider in detail a residual-type error estimator,
derive efficiency and reliability estimates, and particularly investigate the explicit dependence
of the bounds on the polynomial degree. For the proof of efficiency, we utilize an averaging
operator of Oswald-type [52, 40], which allows to construct a conforming approximation for
the finite element solution by local postprocessing. A detailed hp analysis of this averaging
procedure is given in the appendix. Similar results for quadrilateral and hexahedral meshes
or for the two dimensional case can be found in [15] and [36]; see also [7, 45] for the related
construction of hp approximations.

The outline of our presentation is as follows: In Section 2, we shortly discuss the continuous
Stokes problem and recall some basic results for later reference. After introducing the basic
setting and our main notation in Section 3, we present the hybrid DG method in Section 4
and highlight some of its basic properties in Section 5. The a-priori and a-posteriori error
analysis of the method is given in Sections 6 and 7, and for illustration of the theoretical
findings, we report on numerical tests in Section 8.
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2. The Stokes problem

Let Ω ⊂ Rd be a bounded Lipschitz domain in d = 2 or 3 space dimensions. As a model for
the flow of an incompressible viscous fluid confined in Ω, we consider the stationary Stokes
problem with homogenous Dirichlet boundary conditions, given by






−∆u+∇p = f in Ω,
divu = 0 in Ω,

u = 0 on ∂Ω.
(1)

Throughout the presentation, we assume that f ∈ L
2(Ω), and we require that p has zero

average to guarantee uniqueness of the pressure. The standard weak formulation of (1) then
is the following: Find u ∈ H

1
0(Ω) and p ∈ L

2
0(Ω) such that

�
a(u,v) + b(v, p) = (f ,v)Ω for all v ∈ H

1
0(Ω),

b(u, q) = 0 for all q ∈ L
2
0(Ω),

(2)

with bilinear forms a and b defined by

a(u,v) := (∇u,∇v)Ω and b(v, q) := −(div v, q)Ω.

Here, ∇u denotes the velocity gradient tensor [∇u]ij = ∂jui, and (a, b)Ω :=
�
Ω a b dx is the

scalar product of square integrable functions. Corresponding definitions are used for vector
and tensor valued functions, which are denoted with bold symbols. The spaces

H
1
0(Ω) := {v ∈ [H1(Ω)]d : v = 0 on ∂Ω} and L

2
0(Ω) := {q ∈ L

2(Ω) :

�

Ω
q dx = 0},

are the natural choice for the variational treatment of the Stokes problem [33, 14]. It is well-
known, that under our assumptions on the domain and the data, problem (2) has a unique
solution (u, p) ∈ H

1
0(Ω) × L

2
0(Ω). The essential ingredient for the analysis is the following

inf-sup condition [14]: There exists a constant βΩ depending only on the domain Ω such that

sup
v∈H1

0(Ω)

b(v, q)

�∇v�L2(Ω)
≥ βΩ�q�L2(Ω), for all q ∈ L

2
0(Ω).(3)

Here and below, functions in the denominator are tacitly assumed to be non-zero. We refer
to [42, 49, 33] for a proof of condition (3), which is equivalent to the surjectivity of the
divergence operator div : H

1
0(Ω) → L

2
0(Ω). The mixed problem (2) is equivalent to the

variational problem: Find (u, p) ∈ H
1
0(Ω)× L

2
0(Ω) such that

B(u, p;v, q) = (f ,v)Ω for all (v, q) ∈ H
1
0(Ω)× L

2
0(Ω),(4)

where the combined bilinear form B for the Stokes problem is defined by

B(u, p;v, q) := a(u,v) + b(v, p) + b(u, q).(5)

We will switch between the two formulations (2) and (4) as convenient. Based on the unique
solvability of (2), one easily verifies that also the combined bilinear form B satisfies an inf-sup
condition, namely, for all u ∈ H

1
0(Ω) and p ∈ L

2
0(Ω) there holds

sup
(v,q)∈H1

0×L
2
0

B(u, p;v, q)
�∇v�L2(Ω) + �q�L2(Ω)

≥ cΩ
�
�∇u�L2(Ω) + �p�L2(Ω)

�
,(6)
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with stability constant cΩ ∼ β
−2
Ω ; see [65] for sharp estimates. The unique solvability of (4),

and hence also of (2), then follows also directly from the stability condition (6) by application
of the Babuška-Aziz lemma [6, 49].

At the end of this section, let us shortly recall some well-known regularity results for solutions
of the Stokes problem, which may serve as a justification for the regularity assumptions used
in the derivation of our method and the a-priori error analysis below.

Remark 2.1. On domains with C
1,1 boundary, any solution of the variational problem (2) is

regular, i.e., u ∈ H
2(Ω) and p ∈ H

1(Ω), whenever f ∈ L
2(Ω); in this case, the weak solution

is actually a strong solution of the Stokes problem (1). The same regularity also holds for
convex polygonal domains in R2. For proofs of these statements, and further regularity results
(including the case of Lp spaces), we refer to [35] and the references given there.

3. Notation and preliminaries

Before we turn to the discretization of the Stokes problem, let us shortly introduce some
relevant notation. For ease of presentation, we primarily use the terminology of the two
dimensional case, but all our results hold also in three dimensions.

3.1. Assumptions on the mesh. Let Th = {T} denote a partition of the domain Ω into
affine families of triangles and quadrilaterals (respectively tetrahedra and hexahedra in three
dimensions). As usual, hT and ρT denote the diameter of the element T and of the largest
ball inscribed in T . The ratio γT := hT /ρT serves as a measure for the local shape regularity.

By ∂Th := {∂T : T ∈ Th} and Eh := {Eij = ∂T i ∩ ∂T j) : i > j}∪ {Ei,0 : ∂T i ∩ ∂Ω} we denote
the set of element boundaries respectively of edges (faces) between adjacent elements and on
the boundary. hE again refers to the diameter of E, and the union E :=

�
E∈Eh E of all edges

(faces) is called skeleton or interface.

We assume that the mesh (Th, Eh) is uniformly shape-regular and locally-quasi-uniform in the
following sense: there exists a constant γ > 0 (independent of the partition) such that

γT ≥ γ and hE ≥ γhT if E ⊂ ∂T for all T ∈ Th, E ∈ Eh.(7)

Note that (7) also implies hT ≥ γhT � for all T , T � ∈ Th which share a common edge (face).
To each element T ∈ Th and any facet E ∈ Eh, we also associate a polynomial degree of
approximation kT or kE ∈ N, and we set kmax := max{kT : T ∈ Th}. We further assume that

kE ≥ kT for all T ∈ Th, E ∈ Eh with E ⊂ ∂T ,(8)

and we require that also the polynomial degree distribution is locally quasi-uniform, by which
we mean: there exists a constant η > 0 such that

kT ≤ η kT � for all T, T � ∈ Th such that ∂T ∩ ∂T
� �= ∅.(9)

Remark 3.1. Our setting covers irregular hybrid meshes, i.e., non-conforming partitions that
contain different element types; a typical valid situation is depicted in Figure 1. Note that
the interface mesh Eh satisfies a certain geometric compatibility condition, i.e., intersections
between adjacent elements are resolved by the partition of the skeleton. Condition (8) is a
second algebraic compatibility condition. Both compatibility conditions will be used explicitly
in the a-priori as well as in the a-posteriori error analysis below.
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Figure 1. A typical hybrid irregular mesh covered by the analysis of this
paper. The circles denote the endpoints of interface edges. Hanging nodes are
allowed, but the partition of the skeleton is required to resolve the interfaces
(geometric compatibility). The polynomial degree associated to an edge is at
least as large as that of the adjacent elements (algebraic compatibility).

3.2. Broken Sobolev spaces. For s ≥ 0, we define the broken Sobolev spaces

H
s(Th) := {v ∈ L

2(Ω) : v|T ∈ H
s(T ) for all T ∈ Th}.

Functions u ∈ H
1(Th) have well-defined piecewise derivatives, which are denoted with the

standard symbols. The scalar product of piecewise defined functions is given by

(u, v)Th :=
�

T∈Th
(u, v)T where (u, v)T :=

�

T

u v dx,

and the corresponding norm is �u�0,Th :=
�
(u, u)Th . Similar definitions can be made for

arbitrary s ≥ 0 and also for functions on the interface partition or the element boundaries.
The space L

2(∂Th) =
�

T
L
2(∂T ) is equipped with the scalar product

�u, v�∂Th :=
�

T∈Th
�u, v�∂T where �u, v�∂T :=

�

∂T

u v ds,

and the corresponding norm is denoted by | · |0,∂Th . For convenience of the reader, we use
different symbols for scalar products and norms over elements and element boundaries, re-
spectively. Note that for s �= integer, the functions in H

s(∂Th) are just the traces of functions
in H

s+1/2(Th), and that any function v ∈ L
2(E) can be identified with a function in L

2(∂Th)
by doubling its values at the interfaces.

All definitions naturally extend to vector and tensor valued functions, which are denoted with
bold symbols throughout the text.

4. A hybrid discontinuous Galerkin method

Let us now introduce the hybrid DG method which is the subject of our analysis. For
the approximation of velocity and pressure, we utilize finite element spaces of discontinuous
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piecewise polynomial functions, namely

Vh := {vh ∈ L
2(Th) : vh|T ∈ PkT (T ) for all T ∈ Th},

Qh := {qh ∈ L
2
0(Ω) : qh|T ∈ PkT−1(T ) for all T ∈ Th}.

As usual, Pk is the space of polynomials of total degree ≤ k, and according to our convention,
Pk := [Pk]d are the vector valued polynomials. For our hybrid method, we additionally
require a space for approximating the velocity on the skeleton. Here, we choose

�Vh := {v̂h ∈ L
2(Eh) : v̂h|E ∈ [PkE (E)]d for all E ∈ Eh, v̂h|∂Ω = 0}.

Remark 4.1. Dirichlet boundary conditions are explicitly included in the definition of the
hybrid space �Vh, and no conditions are imposed on functions in Vh. Also note that we utilize
the same polynomial spaces for simplicial and rectangular elements, and also for the interface
elements, which, in three dimensions, may have a complicated shape.

As discretization for the variational form (2) of the Stokes problem, we then consider

Method 4.1. Given f ∈ L
2(Ω), find uh ∈ Vh, ûh ∈ �Vh, and ph ∈ Qh, such that

�
ah(uh, ûh;vh, v̂h) + bh(vh, v̂h; ph) = (f ,vh)Th ,
bh(uh, ûh; qh) = 0,

(10)

for all vh ∈ Vh, v̂h ∈ �Vh, and qh ∈ Qh, with bilinear forms defined by

ah(u, û;v, v̂) := (∇u,∇v)Th − �∂nu,v − v̂�∂Th − �u− û,∂nv�∂Th + �α(u− û),v − v̂�∂Th ,
bh(v, v̂; q) := −(div v, q)Th + �v − v̂, qn�∂Th .

The element-wise constant stabilization parameter α > 0 will be specified below.

Remark 4.2. Method 4.1 is a special case of the hybrid mortar methods studied in [27], and
it is closely related to the discontinuous Galerkin methods investigated in [30, 34, 55]. This
can be seen by replacing û and v̂ with {u} = 1

2(u + u
�) and {v} := 1

2(v + v
�) denoting the

averages of the function values on neighboring elements T , T � at the interface ∂T ∩ ∂T
�.

Like on the continuous level, we define a combined bilinear form

Bh(uh, ûh, ph;vh, v̂h, qh) := ah(uh, ûh;vh, v̂h) + bh(vh, v̂h; ph) + bh(uh, ûh; qh),(11)

which allows us to rewrite (10) in compact form as

Bh(uh, ûh, ph;vh, v̂h, qh) = (f ,vh)Th .(12)

We will use both formulations (10) and (12) in our analysis as convenient.

5. Basic properties of the hybrid method

Let us shortly mention some basic properties of the hybrid method, which follow almost
immediately from its definition. As the first statement shows, the variational problem (10) is
indeed a reasonable approximation for the Stokes problem.

Proposition 5.1 (Consistency). Any solution u ∈ H
2(Th)∩H

1
0(Ω) and p ∈ H

1(Th)∩L
2
0(Ω)

of the Stokes problem (2), also satisfies the discrete variational principle (10), i.e.,

Bh(u,u, p;vh, v̂h, qh) = (f ,vh)∂Th for all vh ∈ Vh, v̂h ∈ �Vh, and qh ∈ Qh.
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Proof. Testing (10) with arbitrary vh, v̂h and qh = 0, integrating by parts on each element,
and using (1), we obtain that

ah(u,u;vh, v̂h) + bh(vh, v̂h; p) = (f ,vh)Th + �∂nu− pn, v̂h�∂Th
for all (vh, v̂h) in the test space. Due to the regularity assumption on the solution, the
normal flux ∂nu − pn is continuous across element interfaces. Since v̂h is single valued on
each interface, it follows by summation that �∂nu − pn, v̂h�∂Th vanishes for all v̂h ∈ L

2(E).
Moreover, since divu = 0 and u is continuous across element interfaces, we further obtain
that bh(u,u; qh) = −(divu, qh)Th + �u − u, qhn�∂Th = 0, for any qh ∈ Qh, which completes
the proof. �
Remark 5.2. For our argument, we required that the normal flux σ ·n := ∂nu − pn is
well-defined on element interfaces E = ∂T ∩ ∂T

�. To ensure this, it would suffice to have
u ∈ H

s(Th) for some s > 3/2; cf. [34] and Remark 2.1, and also [14] for other conditions.
The additional regularity assumption can also be avoided by using lifting operators to define
an equivalent discrete problem; see [53] and [57] for details.

The second result of this section states the continuity of numerical fluxes, which is a property
of many DG methods, and yields local conservation on the discrete level. We make explicit
use of this continuity in the derivation of a-posteriori error estimates in Section 7.

Proposition 5.3 (Flux continuity). Let (uh, ûh, ph) denote a solution of Method 4.1. Then

the numerical fluxes defined element-wise by

σh ·n|∂T := ∂nuh − phn+ αT (uh − ûh), T ∈ Th,
are continuous, i.e., σh ·n|∂T∩E + σh ·n|∂T �∩E = 0 on E = ∂T ∩ ∂T

�
.

Proof. We utilize the geometric and algebraic compatibility condition of the approximation:
By construction of the mesh, E = ∂T ∩ ∂T

� is resolved by the interface mesh; cf Remark 3.1.
Moreover, by definition of the approximation spaces and the algebraic compatibility condi-
tion (8), we have σh ·n|∂T∩E ∈ PkE (E). The result then follows by testing (10) with functions

v̂h ∈ �Vh that vanish outside E and such that v̂h|E span Pk(E). �

Testing the discrete variational principle with piecewise constant functions, we obtain the fol-
lowing local conservation properties, which resemble the conservation of mass and momentum
on the continuous level.

Corollary 5.4 (Local conservation). Let (uh, ûh, ph) be a solution of Method 4.1. Then

�uh · n, 1�∂T = 0 and (f ,1i)T = �σhn,1i�∂T
for all elements T ∈ Th, i.e., the hybrid DG method is locally conservative.

Here, 1i is the vector function with component i equal to one and the others zero.

6. A priori analysis

In this section, we establish the unique solvability of the discrete problem, and derive the
basic a-priori error estimates. We particularly investigate the dependence of the estimates
on the polynomial degree of approximation. For a more traditional h analysis of related DG
methods for incompressible flow problems, see [34, 55], and also [61, 57] for hp estimates.
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Many of the arguments utilized in the following, e.g. the use of mesh dependent norms, are
standard tools for the analysis of DG methods, see e.g. [3, 5] and the references therein.

6.1. Preliminaries. We start with introducing some further notation and recalling a few
basic results on polynomial approximation, which we require for our analysis.

Lemma 6.1. For any polynomial vk ∈ Pk(T ) with T ∈ Th, there holds

|vk|20,∂T ≤ CT

k
2
T

hT
�vk�20,T , �∇vk�20,T ≤ CT

k
4
T

h
2
T
�vk�20,T ,(13)

with constant CT depending only on the shape of the element.

Remark 6.2. Assuming uniform shape regularity of the mesh, the estimates hold uniformly
for all elements with a constant CT = Cγ depending only on the shape regularity of the mesh.
Note that on simple elements, optimal constants CT can be computed explicitly [63, 15, 32].

Let us next recall some polynomial approximation results, which will be used for the stability
analysis and for characterizing the approximation properties of the finite element spaces.

Lemma 6.3. For any element T ∈ Th and every function u ∈ H
s(T ) with s ≥ 0, there exists

a polynomial function uk ∈ PkT (T ) such that

kT
hT

�u− uk�0,T +
�

kT
hT

|u− uk|0,∂T + �∇(u− uk)�0,T ≤ Csh
min{s,kT }
T

k
−s

T
|u|Hs+1(T ),

with a constant Cs depending only on s and the shape of the element T . Here, | · |Hs denotes

the seminorm of H
s
. If sT > 1/2, then the same estimate holds for

�
hT
kT

|∂n(u− uk)|0,∂T .

Proof. The proof of the two-dimensional result [7] carries over also to three dimensions. �

For any element T ∈ Th and any edge E ∈ Eh, we denote by

Πk

T : H1(T ) → Pk(T ) and Πk

E : H1(T ) → Pk(E)

the L
2 orthogonal projections onto the local polynomial spaces. We use again bold symbols

for the vector valued analogues. Let us summarize the basic stability and approximation
properties of these operators.

Lemma 6.4. For any v ∈ H
1(T ), and every edge (face) E ⊂ ∂T , there holds

(i) �Πk

T v − v�0,T ≤ C
hT
kT

�∇v�0,T , (ii) �∇Πk

T v�0,T ≤ C

�
kT �∇v�0,T ,

(iii) |v −Πk

T v|0,∂T ≤ C

�
hT
kT

�∇v�0,T , (iv) |v −Πk

Ev|0,E ≤ C

�
hT
kT

�∇v�0,T ,

with a constant C depending only on the shape of the element T .

Proof. According to Lemma 6.3, there exists a function vk ∈ Pk(T ) with good approximation
properties. Due to the optimality of the L

2 projection, we obtain

�Πk

T v − v�0,T ≤ �vk − v�0,T ≤ C1
hT
kT

�∇v�0,T ,

which yields the first estimate. The third estimate is proven in [37] for quadrilateral and
hexahedral elements, and in [18] for simplices. The fourth estimate follows from the third one
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by optimality of the L
2 projection on the edge. To show the second estimate, we take again

vk ∈ Pk(T ) as in Lemma 6.3. By the triangle inequality, we have

�∇Πk

T v�T ≤ �∇vk�T + �∇(Πk

T v − vk)�T .
According to Lemma 6.3, the first term is bounded by a multiple of �∇v�T . Let us denote
wk = Πk

T
v − vk. Then the second term can be further estimated by

�∇(Πk

T v − vk)�2T = −(Πk

T v − vk,∆wk)T + �Πk

T v − vk, ∂nwk�∂T
= −(v − vk,∆wk)T + �Πk

T v − vk, ∂nwk�∂T
= (∇(v − vk),∇wk)T + �Πk

T v − v, ∂nwk�∂T .
The first term here can be bounded by C�∇v�T �∇wk�T , and using the (iii) and the discrete
trace inequality (13), we obtain

�Πk

T v − v, ∂nwk�∂T ≤ C
�
�

hT
kT

�∇v�T

�
k
2
T

hT
�∇wk�T = C

�
�
kT �∇v�T �∇wk�T .

The result now follows by dividing through �∇wk�T = �∇(Πk

T
v − vk)�T . �

Remark 6.5. To the best of our knowledge, the sharp stability estimate (ii) for the L2 projec-
tion has not been shown before for simplicial elements. Corresponding results for quadrilateral
and hexahedral elements can however be found in the literature, e.g., in [58, 37].

6.2. Ellipticity and boundedness. In order to guarantee stability of the bilinear form ah,
we choose the piecewise constant stabilization parameter α element-wise such that

4CTk
2
T /hT ≤ αT ≤ Ck

2
T /hT ,(14)

where C is some positive constant and CT is taken from Lemma 6.1. The second condition is
only required to keep the approximation error and the condition number of the global system
reasonably small. We then define a pair of scaled norms on L

2(∂Th) by

|v|±1/2,h :=
��

T ∈Th
|v|2±1/2,∂T

�1/2
, where |v|±1/2,∂T := α

±1/2
T

|v|∂T .

Similar norms are frequently used for the analysis of non-conforming methods. Note, that by
definition of the norms and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have

�u, v�∂Th ≤ |u|1/2,∂Th |v|−1/2,h for all u, v ∈ L
2(∂Th),

which mimics the inequality for the duality product on the continuous level. By application
of the first estimate in (13), we further obtain that

|qh|−1/2,∂Th ≤ 1
2�qh�0,Th and |∂nvh|−1/2,∂Th ≤ 1

2�∇vh�0,Th ,(15)

for all qh ∈ Qh and vh ∈ Vh. The inverse inequalities (15) will be used at several places.

The analysis of Method 4.1 is most naturally carried out with respect to the following mesh-
dependent norms: Discrete stability is verified with respect to

�(v, v̂)�1,Th :=
�
�∇v�20,Th + |v−v̂|21/2,∂Th

�1/2
and �q�0,Th := (q, q)1/2Th ,

and we use a second pair of stronger norms defined by

|||(v, v̂)|||1,Th :=
�
�(v, v̂)�21,Th + |∂nv|2−1/2,∂Th

�1/2
and |||q|||0,Th :=

�
�q�20,Th + |q|2−1/2,∂Th

�1/2
,
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to bound the bilinear forms also on infinite dimensional spaces. On the discrete level, the two
sets of energy norms are equivalent, i.e., for all vh ∈ Vh, v̂h ∈ �Vh, and qh ∈ Qh, there holds

�(vh, v̂h)�1,Th ≤ |||(vh, v̂h)|||1,Th ≤
�

5/4�(vh, v̂h)�1,Th ,

and �qh�0,Th ≤ |||qh|||0,Th ≤
�
5/4�qh�0,Th .

These estimates are a direct consequence of (13) and the definition of the norms.

The ellipticity of the bilinear form ah now follows with standard arguments, cf. e.g., [3, 26].
We provide a sketch of the proof in order to keep track of the constants.

Proposition 6.6 (Ellipticity). The bilinear form ah is uniformly elliptic, i.e., there holds

ah(uh, ûh;uh, ûh) ≥ 1
2�(uh, ûh)�21,Th , for all uh ∈ Vh and ûh ∈ �Vh.

Proof. We use Cauchy-Schwarz and Young’s inequality to bound the non-symmetric terms

−2�∂nuh,uh − ûh�∂Th ≥ −2|∂nuh|2−1/2,∂Th − 1
2 |uh − ûh|21/2,∂Th ≥ −1

2�(uh, ûh)�21,Th .

Here we applied (15) for the last step. Adding the remaining terms, yields the result. �

Using the two pairs of energy norms, we obtain the following bounds.

Proposition 6.7 (Boundedness). For any element uh, vh ∈ Vh, every ûh, v̂h ∈ �Vh, and all

functions u ∈ H
1
0(Ω) ∩H

2(Th), the bilinear form ah is bounded by

ah(uh − u, ûh − u;vh, v̂h) ≤ Ca|||(uh − u, ûh − u)|||1,Th�(vh, v̂h)�1,Th ,

with constant Ca =
�
5/4. Similarly, with Cb =

�
5d/4, there holds

bh(uh − u, ûh − u; ph) ≤ Cb|||(uh − u, ûh − u)|||1,Th�ph�0,Th ,
bh(uh, ûh; ph − p) ≤ Cb �(uh, ûh)�1,Th |||ph − p|||0,Th ,

for any uh ∈ Vh, ûh ∈ �Vh, ph ∈ Qh, and every u ∈ H
1
0(Ω) ∩H

2(Th), p ∈ L
2
0(Ω) ∩H

1(Th).

Proof. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the discrete trace inequality, we obtain

�∂nvh,uh − ûh�∂Th ≤ 1
2 |∂nvh|−1/2,∂Th |uh − ûh|1/2,∂Th ≤ �∇vh�0,Th |uh − ûh|1/2,∂Th .

The first bound then follows by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the remaining
terms. The bounds for bh follow similarly by noting that | div v(x)| ≤

√
d|∇v(x)|. �

6.3. A Fortin operator. Next, we explicitly construct a Fortin operator [31], which is used
for the proof of the discrete inf-sup condition for the bilinear form bh in the next section. Let
us define global projection operators Πh : H1

0(Ω) → Vh and �Πh : H1
0(Ω) → �Vh by

(Πhv)|T := Πk

Tv|T and ( �Πhv)|E := Πk

Ev|E
for all T ∈ Th and E ∈ Eh. An appropriate operator for our problem is then given by

(Πh,
�Πh) : H

1
0(Ω) �→ Vh × �Vh, u �→ (Πhu,

�Πhu)(16)

The following lemma summarizes the basic properties of this construction.
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Lemma 6.8. For any function v ∈ H
1
0(Ω) there holds

bh(Πhv,
�Πhv; qh) = b(v, qh) for all qh ∈ Qh;(17)

we say that the operator (Πh,
�Πh) satisfies the Fortin property. Moreover, there holds

�(Πhv,
�Πhv)�1,Th ≤ CΠ k

1/2
max�∇v�Ω for all v ∈ H

1
0(Ω),(18)

with constant CΠ independent of the meshsize and the polynomial degree distribution.

Proof. First, observe that for any v ∈ H
1
0(Ω) and every element T ∈ Th there holds

− (divΠhv, qh)T + �Πhv − �Πhv, qhn�∂T = (Πhv,∇qh)T − � �Πhv, qhn�∂T
= (v,∇qh)T − �v, qhn�∂T = −(div v, qh)T .

Summing over all elements, and using the definition of the global operators, yields (17). In
order to verify the bound (18), we use the estimates of Lemma 6.4, which yield

�∇Πhv�20,T + |Πhv − �Πhv|21/2,∂T
= �∇Πhv�20,T + |Πhv − v|21/2,∂T + |v − �Πhv|21/2,∂T ≤ CkT �∇v�20,T ,

with constant C independent of hT and kT . Using the element-wise definition of the Fortin
operator, bounding kT by kmax, and summing over all elements yields the result. �
Remark 6.9. The simple proof of the previous result reveals that one could increase the
polynomial degree for the pressure by one order, and thus obtain a Fortin operator also for
equal order discretizations; see Section 8 for numerical results in this direction.

6.4. The inf-sup stability. The following stability result for the bilinear form bh is the
central ingredient for the a-priori error analysis of the hybrid DG method.

Proposition 6.10 (Inf-sup stability). There exists a constant β > 0, which is independent

of the meshsize and the polynomial degree distribution, such that

sup
(vh,v̂h)∈Vh× �Vh

bh(vh, v̂h; qh)

�(vh, v̂h)�1,Th
≥ βk

−1/2
max �qh�0,Th for all qh ∈ Qh.

Proof. By the continuous inf-sup condition (3), there exists a function u ∈ H
1
0(Ω) such that

βΩ�qh�0,Th�∇u�0,Th ≤ b(u, qh) = �qh�20,Th .

We then use the Fortin projector (Πh,
�Πh) to define a discrete pair of functions (vh, v̂h) that

satisfies the required bound. By the properties stated in Lemma 6.8, we conclude that

bh(Πhu,
�Πhu; qh) = b(u, qh) ≥ βΩ�qh�0,Th�∇u�0,Th

≥ βΩ/CΠ k
−1/2
max �qh�0,Th�(Πhu,

�Πhu)�1,Th ,

which proofs the assertion with constant β = βΩ/CΠ. �
Remark 6.11. A dependence of the inf-sup condition on the polynomial approximation order
has been observed for various high order methods: Stability with a constant β(k) = βk

−(d−1)/2

has been shown to hold for conforming discretizations on quadrilaterals [59], for spectral meth-
ods [12], and for a non-symmetric discontinuous Galerkin method using Pk − Pk−2 elements
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on irregular quadrilateral and hexahedral meshes [61]. For some of the methods, this depen-
dence can even be shown to be optimal [12]. According to the numerical evidence reported in
[61], the dependence may be improved for discontinuous Galerkin methods. In fact, Proposi-
tion 6.10 yields an inf-sup stability constant β(k) = βk

−1/2 also in three dimensions.

Remark 6.12. An hp stability estimate similar to that of Proposition 6.10 has been derived
in [57] for a class of related discontinuous Galerkin methods on quadrilateral and hexahedral
meshes. There, the authors employ the Raviart-Thomas projector for the construction of a
Fortin operator, and the resulting stability estimate is one order sub-optimal in k. Here, we
use the L

2 projection to construct the Fortin operator, which yields sub-optimality only by
one half order in k. Moreover, our result applies to more general meshes.

A combination of the previous results yields the well-definedness of the hybrid DG method.

Corollary 6.13. Method 4.1 has a unique solution uh ∈ Vh, ûh ∈ �Vh, and ph ∈ Qh.

Proof. The result follows from Propositions 6.6 and 6.10 by Brezzi’s theorem [14]. �

6.5. A-priori error estimates. As a final ingredient for the a-priori error analysis, let us
characterize the approximation properties of the finite element spaces in Method 4.1 with
respect to the energy norms used in our analysis.

Proposition 6.14 (Approximation). Let u ∈ H
1
0(Ω) be such that u|T ∈ H

sT+1(T ) for some

sT ≥ 1 for any T ∈ Th. Then there holds

inf
(vhv̂h)∈Vh× �Vh

|||(u− vh,u− v̂h)|||1,Th ≤ C

��
T

h
2min{kT ,sT }
T

k
2sT−1
T

�u�2
H

sT+1(T )

�1/2
.

If p ∈ L
2
0(Ω) such that p|T ∈ H

sT (T ) for some sT ≥ 1 and all T ∈ Th, then

inf
qh∈Qh

|||p− qh|||0,Th ≤ C

��
T

h
2min{kT ,sT }
T

k
2sT
T

�p�2
H

sT (T )

�1/2
.

The constant C of both estimates may depend on the regularity of the functions, but is other-

wise independent of the functions, the meshsize, and the polynomial degree distribution.

Proof. The estimates are a direct consequence of the results stated in Lemma 6.3. �

By combining the consistency of the method, the properties of the bilinear forms, and the
approximation result, we now obtain the basic a-priori error estimate in the energy norm.

Theorem 6.15 (A-priori estimate). Assume that the solution (u, p) of problem (2) is regular,
i.e. u|T ∈ H

sT+1(T ) and p|T ∈ H
sT (T ) with some sT ≥ 1 on any T ∈ Th. Moreover, let

(uh, ûh, ph) denote the solution of Method 4.1. Then, the error estimate

�(u− uh,u− ûh)�1,Th + k
−1/2
max �p− ph�0,Th

≤ Ck
1/2
max

��
T

h
2min{sT ,kT }
T

k
2sT−1
T

�u�2
H

sT+1(T ) +
h
2min{sT ,kT }
T

k
2sT
T

�p�2
H

sT (T )

�1/2

,

holds with a constant C independent of the meshsize and the polynomial degree distribution.
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Proof. The result follows with standard arguments, see e.g. [14, 13, 29] and also [57]. We
present a detailed proof only to keep track of the dependence on the polynomial degree:
Step 1: Let zh ∈ Vh, ẑh ∈ �Vh be such that bh(zh, ẑh; qh) = 0 for all qh ∈ Qh. Due to the
coercivity of the bilinear form ah and the consistency of the method, there holds

1
2�(uh − zh, ûh − ẑh)�21,Th

≤ ah(uh − zh, ûh − ẑh;uh − zh, ûh − ẑh)

= ah(u− zh,u− ẑh;uh − zh, ûh − ẑh) + bh(uh − zh, ûh − ẑh; p− ph).

Moreover, we have bh(uh − zh, ûh − ẑh, ph) = bh(uh − zh, ûh − ẑh, qh) = 0 for all qh ∈ Qh.
Replacing the last term, and using the boundedness of the bilinear forms, we obtain

1
2�(uh − zh, ûh − ẑh)�21,Th

≤
�
|||(u− zh,u− ẑh)|||1,Th + Cb|||p− qh|||0,Th

�
�(uh − zh, ûh − ẑh)�1,Th ,

which holds uniformly for all appropriate functions zh, ẑh.
Step 2: Following [13, Rem. 4.10], we show next that functions (zh, ẑh) satisfying the discrete
constraint have sufficient approximation properties: Let (vh, v̂h) ∈ Vh × �Vh be given, and u

denote the solution of the Stokes problem. Due to the discrete stability and boundedness of
bh, a pair of functions (wh, ŵh) ∈ Vh × �Vh exists, such that

bh(wh, ŵh; qh) = bh(u− vh,u− v̂h; qh) for all qh ∈ Qh,

with the additional property that

�(wh, ŵh)�1,Th ≤ (Cb/β) k
1/2
max |||(u− vh,u− v̂h)|||1,Th ,

and β from Proposition 6.10. Due to the equivalence of the norms on the finite dimensional

spaces, we also have |||(wh, ŵh)|||1,Th ≤ ck
1/2
max|||(u − vh,u − v̂h)|||1,Th . Hence, the functions

zh = vh +wh and ẑh = v̂h + ŵh satisfy

bh(zh, ẑh; qh) = bh(vh, v̂h; qh) + bh(u− vh,u− v̂h; qh) = 0,

where the last equality is due to the consistency of the method. Moreover,

|||(u− zh,u− ẑh)|||1,Th ≤ (1 + ck
1/2
max)|||(u− vh,u− vh)|||1,Th ,

which shows that (zh, ẑh) is as good approximating as arbitrary functions (vh, v̂h) ∈ Vh ×
�Vh, and we obtain the a-priori estimate for the functions (uh, ûh) by application of the
approximation result of Lemma 6.3.
Step 3: For estimating the error in ph, we again use the discrete inf-sup stability, to obtain

βk
−1/2
max �qh − ph�0,Th ≤ sup

(vh,v̂h)

bh(vh, v̂h; qh − ph)

�(vh, v̂h)�1,Th

≤ sup
(vh,v̂h)

bh(vh, v̂h; qh − p) + ah(uh − u, ûh − u;vh, v̂h)

�(vh, v̂h)�1,Th
≤ Cb |||qh − p|||0,Th + |||(u− uh,u− ûh)|||1,Th .

The estimate for the pressure then follows from Lemma 6.3 and the result for the velocity. �
Remark 6.16. Using the standard duality argument of Aubin-Nitsche, one can obtain corre-
sponding estimates for the error in the L

2 norm, which are again optimal with respect to the
meshsize, and slightly sub-optimal with respect to the polynomial degree. For this argument,
we utilize the symmetry of the formulation; see the discussion on adjoint consistency in [5].
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After having established the basic a-priori error estimates, we now turn to the construction
and analysis of suitable a-posteriori error estimators, which may be of interest for applications.

7. A posteriori error estimates

The subseqent analysis relies on ideas from thje a-posteriori error estimation of non-conforming,
mixed, and discontinuous Galerkin methods for elliptic problems [11, 16, 56, 64, 17]; see also
[36, 46] for the hp a-posteriori error analysis of continuous and discontinuous Galerkin meth-
ods. Our presentation closely follows the approach outlined in [41].

7.1. A residual error estimator. An a-posteriori error estimator for the hybrid DG method
has to measure the residuals in the two equations in (1), and also the discontinuity of the
discrete solution. In the following, we consider the residual error estimator of the form

ηR :=
��

T
η
2
c,T + η

2
nc,T

�1/2

with local contributions defined by

η
2
c,T :=

h
2
T

k
2
T
�f +∆uh −∇ph�20,T + � divuh�20,T + kT |uh − ûh|21/2,∂T ,

η
2
nc,T := �∇(uh − �uh)�20,T ,

where �uh ∈ H
1
0(Ω) is some conforming approximation for the discrete solution uh. As we will

show, the choice of �uh only affects the efficiency, but not the reliability of the estimator. A
particular construction that can be realized by local post-processing is discussed in Section 7.3.

Remark 7.1. Using the continuity of the numerical fluxes σh·n stated in Proposition 5.3, one
can show that |uh − ûh|1/2,∂T is of the same order as the jump |[∂nuh − phn]|−1/2,∂Th of the
normal flux, which arises in residual error estimates of conforming discretizations [62, 2].

7.2. Reliability. As in [41], we start by defining a projection of the finite element solution
onto the continuous solution space: Let �u ∈ H

1
0(Ω) and �p ∈ L

2
0(Ω) be the solution of

B(�u, �p;v, q) = B(uh, ph;v, q) for all v ∈ H
1
0(Ω) and q ∈ L

2
0(Ω),(19)

with B denoting the combined bilinear form of the Stokes problem on the continuous level;
cf. Section 2. Due to the inf-sup stability condition (5) for the bilinear form B, existence of
a unique solution (�u, �p) is granted by the Babuška-Aziz lemma [6]. By means of the triangle
inequality, the error can be decomposed into a conforming and a non-conforming part

�(u− uh,u− ûh)�1,Th + �p− ph�0,Th
≤ �∇(u− �u)�0,Th + �p− �p�0,Th� �� �

conforming

+ �(�u− uh, �u− ûh)�1,Th + ��p− ph�0,Th� �� �
non-conforming

,

where we used that �(v,v|E)�1,Th = �∇v�0,Th for v ∈ H
1
0(Ω), since the jump terms vanish

for functions which are continuous across interfaces. The two error components can now be
estimated separately.

Proposition 7.2 (Conforming error). The conforming error component is bounded by

�∇(u− �u)�0,Th + �p− �p�0,Th ≤ C
��

T
η
2
c,T

�1/2
,

with a constant C independent of the meshsize and the polynomial degree distribution.
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Proof. The starting point for the following arguments is the continuous inf-sup condition (5),
which implies that

cΩ(�∇(u− �u)�1,Th + �p− �p�0,Th) ≤ sup
(v,q)∈H1

0(Ω)×L
2
0(Ω)

B(u− uh, p− ph;v, q)

�∇v�0,Th + �q�0,Th
.

Let us further estimate the numerator: By the flux continuity of Proposition 5.3, we have

�∂nuh − phn− αT (uh − ûh),v�∂Th = 0 for all v ∈ H
1
0(Ω).

Note that we make use of the two compatibility conditions at this point; cf Remark 3.1.
Adding this term to B(u− uh, p− ph;v, q), we obtain

B(u− uh, p− ph,v, q) = (f ,v)Th − (∇uh − phI,∇v)Th + (divuh, q)Th
+ �∂nuh − phn− α(uh − ûh),v�∂Th =: (∗).

Since (uh, ûh) is the discrete solution, we also know that for any vh ∈ Vh

0 = (f ,vh)Th − Bh(uh, ûh, ph;vh, 0, 0)

= (f ,vh)Th − (∇uh − phI,∇vh)Th + �∂nvh,uh − ûh�∂Th
+ �∂nuh − phn− α(uh − ûh),vh�∂Th .

Subtracting this term from (∗), and integrating by parts, further yields

(∗) = (f +∆uh −∇ph,v − vh)Th + (divuh, q)∂Th
− �α(uh − ûh),v − vh�∂Th − �∂nvh,uh − ûh�∂Th .

The individual terms can further be estimated by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, which yields

(∗) ≤
�

T
�f +∆uh −∇ph�0,T �v − vh�0,T +

�
T
|uh − ûh|1/2,∂T |v − vh|1/2,∂T

+ � divuh�0,Th�q�0,Th + |uh − ûh|1/2,∂Th |∂nvh|−1/2,∂Th

for all test functions vh ∈ Vh. By Lemma 6.3, we can define vh element-wise, such that

�v − vh�0,T ≤ C
hT
kT

�∇v�T and |v − vh|1/2,∂T ≤ C

�
kT �∇v�T

Moreover, due to the discrete trace inequality (15), we have |∂nvh|−1/2,h ≤ 1
2�∇vh�0,Th . The

proof is completed by inserting these estimates, summing over all elements, and using the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the previous estimates. �

We can also obtain an upper bound for the non-conforming error, which is similar to that for
second order elliptic problems given in [41].

Proposition 7.3 (Non-conforming error). The non-conforming error is bounded by

�∇(�u− uh)�0,Th + ��p− ph�0,Th ≤ C inf
v∈H1

0(Ω)
�∇(uh − v)�0,Th ,

with a constant C that is independent of the meshsize and the approximation order.

Proof. By the continuous inf-sup condition (3) for the divergence operator, and the definition
of the functions �u and �p in (19), we conclude that

βΩ��p− ph�0,Th ≤ sup
v∈H1

0(Ω)

b(�p− ph,v)

�∇v�0,Th
= sup

v∈H1
0(Ω)

a(uh − �u,v)
�∇v�0,Th

≤ �∇(uh − �u)�0,Th .
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To estimate the non-conforming error, it remains to bound the error in the velocity. From
(19), we obtain that b(�u, q) = b(uh, q) for all q ∈ L

2
0, and that for all v ∈ H

1
0(Ω) there holds

�∇(uh − �u)�20,Th = a(uh − �u,uh − �u) = a(uh − �u,uh − v) + b(uh − v, ph − �p)
≤

�
�∇(uh − �u)�0,Th + Cb��p− ph�0,Th

�
�∇(uh − v)�0,Th .

Together with the estimate for ��p− ph�0,Th , and by division with �∇(uh− �u)�0,Th , we obtain

�∇(uh − �u)�0,Th ≤ (1 + Cbβ
−1
Ω )�∇(uh − v)�0,Th for all v ∈ H

1
0(Ω).

The conforming error component can then be bounded by the infimum over all v ∈ H
1
0. �

The reliability of the residual estimator now follows directly from Propositions 7.2 and 7.3.

Theorem 7.4 (Reliability). The residual estimator ηR is reliable, i.e., there holds

�(u− uh,u− ûh)�1,Th + �p− ph�0,Th ≤ CR ηR

with a constant CR independent of the meshsize and the polynomial degree distribution.

7.3. Efficiency. In order to establish the efficiency of the residual-estimator, we will show
in the following, that the individual terms appearing in the definition of the element contri-
butions can be bounded by the jump terms, which are already part of the energy norm.

Lemma 7.5. For any T ∈ Th, the element residuals can be bounded from above by

hT
kT

�f +∆uh −∇ph�0,T ≤ CkT |uh − ûh|1/2,∂T + oscT (f),

with a constant C only depending on the shape of the element.

As usual, the local and global data oscillation terms are defined by

oscT (f) :=
hT
kT

�Πk

Tf − f�0,T respectively osc(f) :=
��

T
oscT (f)

2
�1/2

.

Proof. The residuals are first split into a discrete part and a data oscillation term, namely

�f +∆uh −∇ph�0,T ≤ �Πk

Tf +∆uh −∇ph�0,T + �f −Πk

Tf�0,T = (i) + (ii).

Since (uh, ph) is the discrete solution, we obtain for any vh ∈ Pk(T ) that

(ΠTf +∆uh −∇ph,vh)T = αT �uh − ûh,vh�∂T − �∂nvh,uh − ûh�∂T
≤ |uh − ûh|1/2,∂T

�
|vh|1/2,∂T + |∂nvh|−1/2,∂T

�
.

Using the discrete trace inequalities (13) and (15) for the last term, yields

(i) = supvh∈Pk(T )(Π
k

Tf +∆uh −∇ph,vh)T /�vh�0,T ≤ C
k
2
T

hT
|uh − ûh|1/2,∂T ,

and scaling by hT
kT

yields the required bound. �

As a next step, let us derive the corresponding estimate for the divergence residual.

Lemma 7.6. There holds � divuh�0,Th ≤ |uh − ûh|1/2,∂Th.
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Proof. Since (uh, ûh) is the solution of the discrete problem (10), we obtain

(divuh, qh)Th = �uh − ûh, qhn�∂Th ≤ |uh − ûh|1/2,∂Th�qh�0,Th for all qh ∈ Qh.

Using the Gauß-Green formula, we can further estimate the integral of the divergence by

(divuh, 1)Th = �uh, 1n�∂Th = �uh − ûh, 1n�∂Th ≤ |uh − ûh|1/2,∂Th�1�0,Th ,

which implies that the average divuh = |Ω|−1
�
Ω divuh dx of the divergence can be estimated

by the jump terms as well. A combination of the two estimates yields the result. �

In order to establish a bound for the non-conforming error, we have to specify the function
�uh used in the definition of ηnc,T . To estimate the non-conforming error, we require that Th
can be turned into a conforming simplicial mesh Th without drastically changing the size or
shape regularity of the elements. Such a mesh Th is then called κ-regular-closable. For details,
see Section A.3 and Remark A.11.

Lemma 7.7. Let Th be κ-regular-closable in the sense of Definition A.10. Then there exists

an averaging operator Πav : Vh → H
1
0(Ω) that satisfies

�∇(vh −Πavvh)�0,Th ≤ Cκ

��
T
k
2
T |vh − v̂|21/2,∂T

�1/2
(20)

for all vh ∈ Vh and v̂ ∈ L
2(E) with a constant Cκ that is independent of the meshsize and

the polynomial approximation order.

Proof. A detailed proof is given in the appendix. �
Remark 7.8. Similar averaging operators have been proposed and analyzed in [40, 52]; see
also [15, 36] for corresponding hp estimates. Assuming a uniform polynomial degree kT = k

for all elements, and choosing v̂ = v̂h ∈ �Vh, the statement simplifies to

�∇(vh −Πavvh)�0,Th ≤ Cκk|vh − v̂h|1/2,∂Th ,
which is sub-optimal by one order of k. In two dimensions and for 1-irregular hexahedral
meshes, the dependence in k can be improved by one order, and the sub-optimality vanishes;
cf. e.g. [15, 66] and Remark A.7.

As a consequence of the previous estimates, we obtain the following statement.

Theorem 7.9 (Efficiency). Let Th be κ-regular-closable. Then the residual error estimator

is efficient, i.e., there holds

cR ηR ≤
��

T
k
2
T |uh − ûh|21/2,∂T + osc(f)2

�1/2
.(21)

with a constant cR independent of the meshsize and the polynomial degree distribution.

Proof. The result follows directly by combining Lemmas 7.5–7.7. �
Remark 7.10. Combining the reliability and efficiency estimates, and bounding kT by kmax,
we obtain that, up to data oscillation terms,

k
−1
maxηR � �u− uh�1,Th + �p− ph�0,Th � ηR.

Thus we observe a discrepancy in the upper and lower bounds for the estimator by one order
of k. A similar sub-optimality of a-posteriori error estimates with respect to the polynomial
degree has been observed by several authors, e.g. [46, 36] and the references given there.
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7.4. A simple jump estimator. For the efficiency estimate of the residual estimator ηR, we
verified that that the element residuals, the divergence term, and the non-conforming error
component can be estimated from above by the jump terms. This motivates the following,
much simpler construction, which we call the jump-estimator:

ηJ :=
��

T
η
2
J,T

�1/2
with ηJ,T = |uh − ûh|1/2,∂T .(22)

Efficiency and reliability for the jump-estimator directly follow from the results for the
residual-estimator. Note that this estimator is particularly convenient from an implemen-
tation point of view, since it only involves terms which are already present in the discrete
variational problem. Some numerical results for the jump-estimator are given in the following.

At the end of this section, let us note that both estimators are assembled from local contri-
butions They are therefore well suited to guide adaptive mesh refinement [62, 51, 47].

8. Numerical results

For illustration of the theoretical results, we consider two test problems from [28]. We conduct
convergence studies demonstrating the a-priori error estimates, and a series of numerical
experiments with adaptive refinement illustrating the performance of the a-posteriori error
estimator. All results are obtained with a self-made finite element code based on the Dune
framework [10].

8.1. Convergence studies. The first test problem is a simple colliding-flow on the unit
square Ω = (−1, 1)2. Boundary conditions are chosen, such that the exact solution is

u =
�
20xy3, 5x4 − 5y4

�
, p = 60x2y − 20y3.

The hybrid discontinuous Galerkin method is used for the numerical solution on a sequence
of uniformly refined meshes. Discretization errors in the L

2-norm and the energy norm are
computed using the analytic solution.

In Table 1, we list the numerical errors obtained with different orders of approximation. The
same polynomial degree is used for the velocities on the elements and the skeleton. We also
include results for an equal approximation.

The observed errors and convergence rates are in good agreement with the theoretical pre-
dictions. Note that, due to the consistency of the method, and since the exact solution is a
polynomial, the numerical error is zero for polynomial order k = 4.

8.2. Backward facing step. As a second test case, we consider a backward-facing-step flow

on the geometry depicted in Figure 2. At the in- and outflow boundaries, we impose parabolic
velocity profiles

u(−2, y) := ( 8 (1− y) (y − 0.5) , 0 ) and u(10, y) = ( y(1− y), 0 ) ,

and we apply a no-slip condition on the rest of the boundary. The boundary velocities are
chosen such that the compatibility condition

�
∂Ω u ·n dx = 0 is satisfied, which is due to the

incompressibility of the fluid.

Table 8.2 compares the performance of the hybrid DG method studied in this paper on
uniformly and adaptively refined meshes. As refinement indicators for the adaptive algorithm,
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P1 − P0

0
1
2
3

P2 − P1

0
1
2
3

P3 − P2

0
1
2
3

P2 − P2

0
1
2
3

L
2 norm rate energy norm rate ηJ estimate rate

9.9944 · 100 − 2.6287 · 101 − 1.8425 · 101 −
2.4845 · 100 2.01 1.3692 · 101 0.94 9.9243 · 100 0.89
6.0697 · 10−1 2.03 6.9134 · 100 0.99 5.0865 · 100 0.96
1.4954 · 10−1 2.02 3.4625 · 100 1.00 2.5622 · 100 0.99
L
2 norm rate energy norm rate ηJ estimate rate

1.8346 · 100 − 4.2024 · 100 − 4.2715 · 100 −
2.3046 · 10−1 2.99 1.0615 · 100 1.99 1.0775 · 100 1.99
2.8307 · 10−2 3.03 2.6386 · 10−1 2.01 2.6742 · 10−1 2.01
3.4890 · 10−3 3.02 6.5568 · 10−2 2.01 6.6362 · 10−2 2.01
L
2 norm rate energy norm rate ηJ estimate rate

1.7166 · 10−1 − 3.2031 · 10−1 − 3.6025 · 10−1 −
1.0375 · 10−2 4.05 3.9232 · 10−2 3.03 4.4069 · 10−2 3.03
6.4246 · 10−4 4.01 4.8699 · 10−3 3.01 5.4627 · 10−3 3.01
4.9786 · 10−5 3.69 6.3819 · 10−4 2.93 6.8020 · 10−4 3.01

L
2 norm rate energy norm rate ηJ estimate rate

2.5644 · 100 − 4.5101 · 100 − 3.9772 · 100 −
2.9708 · 10−1 3.11 1.0895 · 100 2.05 9.6245 · 10−1 2.05
3.5398 · 10−2 3.06 2.6556 · 10−1 2.04 2.3413 · 10−1 2.04
4.3072 · 10−3 3.04 6.5374 · 10−2 2.02 5.7530 · 10−2 2.02

Table 1. (Colliding flow) Errors of the numerical solution for different orders
of inf-sup stable finite element approximations on a sequence of uniformly
refined meshes. The right-most columns list the error predictions of the jump-
estimator.

we use the local contributions of the jump-estimator (22), and we employ a Dörfler marking
strategy, where the 5% of the elements with the largest error contribution are refined.

A sequence of computational meshes for a third order (P3 − P2) approximation is depicted
in Figure 2. As expected, the mesh is mostly refined towards the re-entrant corner. No
refinement is made near the inflow and outflow regions, where the velocity profile is quadratic
and therefore can be represented perfectly in the approximation spaces.

9. Conclusion

In this article, we investigated a hybrid discontinuous Galerkin method for the Stokes problem.

We proved discrete stability and boundedness results, and showed that the inf-sup constant
depends only weakly on the polynomial degree of approximation. Our result β(k) = βk

−1/2 is
sharper than previous estimates for related discontinuous Galerkin methods [57]. Our analysis
applies to irregular and hybrid meshes in two and three space dimensions. The established
a-priori error estimates for the hybrid method are optimal with respect to the meshsize and
only slightly sub-optimal with respect to the polynomial degree.

In the second part of the manuscript, we presented a rigorous hp analysis of two a-posteriori
error estimators. As part of our results, we constructed and analyzed an averaging operator of
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k = 1
uniform refinement adaptive refinement

level ηJ estimate rate level step ηJ estimate rate
0 1.49451 · 100 − 0.00 0 1.49451 · 100 −
1 1.03083 · 100 0.54 0.98 32 7.97898 · 10−1 0.93
2 5.89461 · 10−1 0.81 1.97 68 4.16091 · 10−1 0.95
3 3.18865 · 10−1 0.89 2.97 105 2.07307 · 10−1 1.01

k = 2
uniform refinement adaptive refinement

level ηJ estimate rate level step ηJ estimate rate
0 4.17980 · 10−1 − 0.00 0 4.17980 · 10−1 −
1 2.45551 · 10−1 0.77 1.00 53 3.33849 · 10−2 3.65
2 1.63682 · 10−1 0.59 2.01 110 6.61105 · 10−3 2.32
3 1.11671 · 10−1 0.55 3.02 164 1.53205 · 10−3 2.09

Table 2. (Backward-facing-step flow) Comparison of convergence rates for
uniform vs. adaptive refinements. The ’level’ for the adaptive results is com-
puted as log2(

�
Ni/N0), where Ni denotes the number of degrees of freedom

in refinement step i.

Figure 2. Triangulation of the backward facing step domain before (top)
and after 16 (bottom left) and 32 (bottom right) non-conforming adaptive
refinement steps for a third order approximation.

Oswald-type [52, 40], which allows to obtain conforming approximations for the finite element
solution by local post-processing. The sharp estimates for this averaging procedure seem to
be new for tetrahedral meshes.

Let us finally mention that by similar techniques as in [34, 55], the proposed method can be
extended to the Oseen and Navier-Stokes equations. A detailed analysis for these problems
is subject of ongoing research.
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Appendix

The goal of the appendix is provide a proof of Lemma 7.7. All results are concerned with the
discrete setting, and for convenience, we therefore skip the subscript h referring to discrete
functions in other parts of the manuscript. We will proceed as follows:

(i) If Th is a conforming simplicial mesh, and Vh is a space of piecewise polynomials on Th,
then for any u ∈ Vh we construct a continuous, piecewise polynomial approximation
ũ which satisfies the estimates of Lemma 7.7. This construction is a variant of a
similar result presented in [40]; see also [15, 36] for hp-estimates on hexahedral and
two-dimensional meshes.

(ii) More general meshes Th can be treated by turning them into a conforming simpli-

cial mesh �Th through a refinement step. We require that this refinement does not
substantially alter the local shape regularity and meshsize of the elements. On the
conforming mesh, we then utilize the construction of (i).

A.1. Auxiliary results. Let us start by recalling some preliminary results, that will be
needed for the analysis of the averaging process of step (i). Similar arguments are frequently
used for the construction of conforming hp interpolation operators; see e.g. [48, 25, 45].

We only consider the three dimensional case in detail; corresponding (and even sharper) results
for the two-dimensional case can be obtained in a similar manner. Therefore, throughout this
section, T will denote a tetrahedron, and f , e, and ν denote faces, edges and vertices. Some
of our statments are only given for elements of unit size. The results for general elements
then follow by the usual scaling arguments.

The first statement is a slight improvement of [45, Lem. B.2]

Lemma A.1. Let T be a tetrahedron of unit size. Then for each vertex ν of T , and for each

k ∈ N there exists a function φ
T
ν ∈ Pk(T ) such that φ

T
ν (ν) = 1 and φ

T
ν vanishes on the face

opposite to ν. Moreover

�φT

ν �L2(T ) � k
−5/2

, �φT

ν �H1(T ) � k
−1/2

,(23)

and for any edge e and face f adjacent to ν there holds

�φT

ν �L2(e) � k
−1

, �φT

ν �L2(f) � k
−2

,(24)

Here and below a � b is used to denote a ≤ Cb with a constant C that may depend on the
shape of T , but which is independent of a, b, the polynomial degree k and the meshsize h.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that T = {(x, y, z) : 0 ≤ x, y, z, x+y+z ≤ 1}
is the reference tetrahedron, and that f = {(x, y, 0) : 0 ≤ x, y, x+ y ≤ 1}, e = {(x, 0, 0) : 0 ≤
x ≤ 1}, and ν = (1, 0, 0). We define φ

T
ν = (1 + x)J2,2

k−1(x)wk−1 where J
α,β

k
denotes the Jacobi

polynomial of order k with weights α and β, cf e.g. [60], and wk = [k(k+1)]−1 ≈ k
−2. It can

be verified by elementary calculations that φν has the required L
2 estimates. The result in

the H
1 norm follows from the L

2 estimate by the inverse inequality (13). �
Remark A.2. Writing φ

T
ν in terms of barycentric coordinates, one sees that the values of φT

ν

on the faces f of the element are uniquely determined by the geometry of the face and the
polynomial order. Therefore, the element-wise definition allows to extend φν to a continuous
function on patches of elements.
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The following results are taken almost verbatim from [45, App.B]. We present somewhat
simplified statements, that suffice for our purposes.

Lemma A.3. Let T be a tetrahedron of unit size. Then for each edge e of T , there exists a

polynomial preserving extension operator π
T
e : H1

0 (e) → H
1(T ) such that π

T
e ue|e = ue and the

extension π
T
e ue vanishes on the faces f ⊂ ∂T with e �⊂ ∂f . Moreover, π

T
e uk ∈ Pk(T ) for all

uk ∈ Pk(T ) ∩H
1
0 (e), and there holds

�πT

e uk�H1(T ) � k
1/2�uk�L2(e) and �πT

e uk�L2(f) � �uk�L2(e).(25)

For each face f ⊂ ∂T there exists an operator π
T

f
: H1

0 (f) → H
1(T ) such that π

T

f
uf |f = uf

and π
T

f
uf = 0 on ∂T \ f . Moreover, for uk ∈ Pk(f) ∩H

1
0 (f) there holds π

T

f
uk ∈ Pk(T ) and

�πT

f
uf�H1(T ) � k�uf�L2(f).(26)

Remark A.4. The extensions πT
e and π

T

f
can be used to define global extension operators πe

and πf , which extend functions from an edge or a face into a patch of elements adjacent to e

or f , respectively. Here, one utilizes, that the construction of πT
e is done in two steps: first,

the function ue is extended from the edge e to adjacent faces f in a way that only depends on
the geometry of the corresponding face f . In a second step, the face functions are extended
into the interior of the domains. For details, see [48, 25] and [45, App.B].

Let us also recall the following well-known inequalities

�ue�L∞(e) � k�ue�L2(e) and �uf�L∞(f) ≤ k
2�uf�L2(f),(27)

which hold for polynomials ue ∈ Pk(e) respectively uf ∈ Pk(f) and follow readily from
interpolation arguments and inverse inequalities [58, 32].

A.2. The averaging operator on conforming meshes. We now turn to the construction
and the analysis of an averaging operator, which maps discontinuous piecewise polynomials
defined on a conforming simplicial mesh to continuous piecewise polynomials over the same
mesh. A similar operator has been considered in [36] for two dimensions; see also [40, 15] for
related constructions.

A.2.1. Preliminaries. Let Th denote a conforming γ-shape-regular tetrahedral mesh, and de-
fine a space of discontinuous piecewise polynomial functions

Vh := {vh ∈ L
2(Ω) : vh|T ∈ PkT (T ) for all T ∈ Th}.

For functions u ∈ Vh, we define on each face f in Th the jump over the face by [5]

[u] =

�
uTnT + uT �nT � if f = ∂T ∩ ∂T

�
,

uTnT if f ⊂ ∂Ω.

Here, nT is the unit normal vector pointing to the exterior of the element T , and uT = u|T
denotes the restriction of u to the element T . Note that the jump of a function [u] is always
defined with respect to a face f . To each face f of the mesh, we associate a polynomial degree
and a meshsize parameter by

kf := max{kT : f ⊂ ∂T} and hf := min{hT : f ⊂ ∂T}.
Moreover, we define for each geometric entity of the mesh another polynomial degree by

k̃ν := max{kT : ν ∈ T} and k̃g := max{k̃ν : ν ∈ g}, g ∈ {e, f, T},
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which will be used for the averaging process. Note that due to the local-uniformity of the
polynomial degree distribution (9), we have k̃T ≤ η kT for all elements T ∈ Th.

A.2.2. The basic construction. Any polynomial uT ∈ PkT (T ) can be decomposed as

uT = u
n

T + u
e

T + u
f

T
+ u

i

T

into a nodal, edge, face, and inner part, which are defined, respectively, by

u
n

T :=
�

ν
uT (ν)φ

T

ν , u
e

T :=
�

e
π
T

e (uT − u
n

T )|e,

u
f

T
:=

�
f
π
T

f
(uT − u

n

T − u
e

T )|f , u
i

T := uT − u
n

T − u
e

T − u
f

T
.

The function φ
T
ν always carries the polynomial degree k̃ν of the vertex ν. As a next step, we

define averages for the nodal, edge and face parts as follows:

ūν := 1
|T (ν)|

�
T∈T (ν)

uT (ν), ūe :=
1

|T (e)|

�
T∈T (e)

(uT − u
n

T )
��
e
,

and ūf := 1
|T (f)|

�
T∈T (f)

(uT − u
n

T − u
e

T )
��
f
.

Here, T (g) = {T : g ∩ T �= ∅}, g ∈ {ν, e, f} denotes the set of elements adjacent to the entity
g, and |T (g)| is the cardinality of the set T (g). Using these averages, we can construct a
continuous approximation ũ for u ∈ Vh element-wise by

ũT = ũ
n

T + ũ
e

T + ũ
f

T
+ ũ

i

T

with nodal, edge, face, and inner parts defined by

ũ
n

T :=
�

ν
ūνφ

T

ν , ũ
e

T :=
�

e
π
T

e ūe, ũ
f

T
:=

�
f
π
T

f
ūf , ũ

i

T := u
i

T .

Here, the summation is done only over entities ν, e, f ⊂ ∂T that do not lie on the boundary
∂Ω. As a direct consequence of the construction, we then obtain that ũ lies in the space

�Vh := {vh ∈ H
1
0 (Ω) : vh|T ∈ P

k̃T
(T ) for all T ∈ Th},

were we have used that the element-wise definitions of φT
ν and the extension operators π

T
e ,

π
T

f
can be extended in a continuous way to pathces of elements; see Remark A.2 and A.4.

A.2.3. Estimates for the averaging operator. The following estimates follow by simple geo-
metric arguments; see [40, Sec. 2] for similar results.

Lemma A.5. Let u ∈ Vh be given, and denote by

F(g) := {f : g ⊂ f}, g ∈ {ν, e} and F(T ) := {f : f ∩ T �= ∅},

the set of faces that contain g or are adjacent to T .

(i) For any element T ∈ Th, there holds

�
ν∈T

|unT (ν)− ũ
n

T (ν)| �
�

f∈F(ν)
|[u(ν)]|

(ii) For any edge e of the mesh, there holds

�ueT − ũ
e

T �L2(e) �
�

f∈F(e)
�[ue]�L2(e).
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(iii) For any face f of the mesh, there holds

�uf
T
− ũ

f

T
�L2(f) � �[uf ]�L2(f).

Proof. By definition of ũ and the average ūν , we have

|unT (ν)− ũ
n

T (ν)| ≤ 1
|T (ν)|

�
T �∈T (ν)

|uT (ν)− uT �(ν)|.

By walking through the elements around the node ν, we obtain similar as in [40, Sec. 2]

|uT (ν)− uT �(ν)| ≤
�

f∈F(ν)
|[u](ν)|,

which yields the first result. The other statements follow in a similar way. �

We are now in the position to prove the following approximation result.

Proposition A.6. Let u ∈ Vh be given and ũ ∈ �Vh be defined as above. Then

�∇(u− ũ)�0,Th ≤ Cav

��
f
k
4
f
h
−1
f

|[uh]|2L2(f)

�1/2
,

with a constant Cav independent of the meshsize and the polynomial degree distributions.

Proof. We use the triangle inequality twice to estimate

�∇(u− ũ)�0,Th ≤
�

T
�unT − ũ

n

T �H1(T ) + �ueT − ũ
e

T �H1(T ) + �uf
T
− ũ

f

T
�H1(T ).

The inner terms vanish, since ũ
i

T
= u

i by definition. It remains to estimate the nodal, edge
and face terms on the individual elements. For ease of notation, we skip the subindex T in
the following, and assume that the elements are of unit size. The dependence on the meshsize
is obtained by the usual scaling argument. Since the polynomial degree is locally uniform, it
suffices to use one symbol k for all local estimates.

Step 1: Let us first estimate the nodal parts. By Lemma A.5(i) and Lemma A.1, there holds

�un − ũ
n�H1(T ) ≤

�
ν∈T

|u(ν)− ūν |�φν�H1(T ) �
�

f∈F(T )
�[u]�L∞(f)k

−1/2

�
�

f∈F(T )
k
3/2�[u]�L2(f),

where we used (27) for the last inequality.

Step 2: For the edge parts, we obtain by Lemma A.3 and Lemma A.5(ii), that

�ue − ũ
e�H1(T ) �

�
e⊂∂T

k
1/2�ue − ũ

e�L2(e) �
�

e⊂∂T

�
f∈F(e)

k
1/2�[ue]�L2(e).

Recall that the jump [ue] is defined with respect to a face f . Now, by definition of ue, there
holds [ue]|e = [u− u

n]|e = [u]|e − [un]|e on each face f with e ⊂ ∂f . This yields

k
1/2�[ue]�L2(e) ≤ k

1/2�[u]�L2(e) + k
1/2�[un]�L2(e)

� k
3/2�[u]�L2(f) + k

1/2
k
2�[u]�L2(f)k

−1 � k
3/2�[u]�L2(f).

where we used a discrete trace inequality (13), and an estimate of the nodal part similar as
in Step 1. Summing up, we obtain

�ue − ũ
e�H1(T ) �

�
e⊂∂T

�
f∈F(e)

k
3/2�[u]�L2(f) �

�
f∈F(T )

k
3/2�[u]�L2(f).
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Step 3: By Lemma A.3 and Lemma A.5(iii), we obtain for the face parts

�uf − ũ
f�H1(T ) �

�
f∈F(T )

k�uf − ũ
f�L2(f) �

�
f∈F(T )

k�[uf ]�L2(f).

The face terms can be split into [uf ] = [u]− [un]− [ue], which yields

k�[uf ]�L2(f) ≤ k�[u]�L2(f) + k�[un]�L2(f) + k�[ue]�L2(f).

In a similar manner to Step 1, we can bound the nodal part by

k�[un]�L2(f) � k�[u]�L∞(f)k
−2 ≤ k�[u]�L2(f),

where we used Lemma A.1 to estimate �φν�L2(f) by k
−2. For the edge part, we apply the

second estimate of Lemma A.3, to get

k�[ue]�L2(f) �
�

e�⊂f
k�[ue]�L2(e�),

which can be further estimated as in Step 2. Combination of the estimates for the individual
terms then yields

�uf − ũ
f�H1(T ) �

�
f∈F(T )

k
2�[u]�L2(f).

The proof is completed by scaling, summation over all elements, and using the finite overlap
of patches F(T ). �
Remark A.7. For two dimensional triangulations, the estimate of Proposition A.6 can be
sharpened, i.e., there holds

�∇(u− ũ)�0,Th ≤ Cav

��
e
k
2
h
−1�[u]�2

L2(e)

�1/2
.

with a constant Cav independent of u, the polynomial degree distribution, and the meshsize.
The proof of this result follows in the same way as that of Proposition A.6. This result has
been announces in [36] for two dimensional hybrid meshes, and estimates with the same de-
pendence on the polynomial degree have been obtained for the Oswald interpolation operator
on quadrilateral and hexahedral meshes; cf. [15, 66].

A.3. Refinement of irregular meshes. We now turn to generalization of the results of the
previous section to more general meshes. Let us introduce some notation to characterize the
appropriate cases.

Definition A.8 (regular simplicial refinement). A conforming simplicial partition Th := {Ti}
of an element T into simplices Ti ⊂ T with hT ≤ κhTi and γT ≤ κγTi for all Ti ∈ Th is called

κ-regular simplicial refinement of T .

Remark A.9. Let us mention some examples: Every element is the 1-regular refinement of
itself. A uniform refinement of a triangle or quadrilateral into 4 elements is 1/2-regular. Sim-
ilarly, a division of a quadrilateral into two triangles is κ-regular with some κ < 1 depending
on the shape of the quadrilateral.

Definition A.10. The mesh Th is called κ-regular-closable, if it can be turned into a con-

forming simplicial mesh Th (the κ-regular closure of Th) by κ-regular simplicial refinements

of its elements.
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Remark A.11. The typical 1-irregular meshes arising in discontinuous Galerkin methods are
κ-regular-closable. In a first step, every quadrilateral (or hexahedral) element is decomposed
into simplices, and in a second step, the hanging nodes of the simplicial mesh are removed;
see Figure 3 for some illustration. Note that the elimination is possible in a finite number of
steps and without introducing new nodes.

Figure 3. Elimination of hanging nodes in a triangle and a tetrahedron.

If Th is the κ-regular-closure of Th, then
γ
T
≥ κ γT and h

T
≥ κhT

for all T ∈ Th and T ∈ Th. Hence, we can identify the size and shape parameter of refined
elements T with those of the parent element T . This will be used explicitly for the final result.

A.4. Proof of Lemma 7.7.

Step 1: We start by turning the mesh Th into a conforming simplicial mesh Th, and for each
element T ∈ Th, T ∈ Th, we set k

T
:= kT . We further define a space

Vh := {v ∈ L
2(Ω) : v|

T
∈ PkT

for all T ∈ Th}.

Note that by definition, Vh ⊂ Vh, such that every function uh ∈ Vh can be identified with a
function in uh ∈ Vh. Moreover,

�
f
k
4
f
h
−1
f

�[uh]�2
L2(f)

≤ cκ

�
f
k
4
f
h
−1
f

�[uh]�2L2(f),(28)

where summation is done over all faces f of the refined mesh Th or the faces f of the
coarse mesh Th, respectively. This holds, because [uh] vanishes on faces f �⊂ E , and since�

f⊂f
k
4
f
h
−1
f

�[uh]�2
L2(f)

≈ k
4
f
h
−1
f

�[uh]�2L2(f) due to the κ-regularity of the refinement and the

definition of the local-uniformity of the polynomial degree distribution.

Step 2: Using (28) and Proposition A.6 with Vh and u replaced by Vh and uh, we obtain

�∇(uh − ũ)�0,Th = �∇(uh − ũ)�0,Th �
�

f
k
4
f
h
−1
f

�[u]�2
L2(f)

�
�

f
k
4
f
h
−1
f

�[u]�2
L2(f),(29)

which is the generalization of Proposition A.6 to κ-regular-closable meshes.

Step 3: We can split the interface terms by the triangle inequality into

�[u]�L2(f) = �uT − uT ��L2(f) ≤ �uT − û�L2(f∩∂T ) + �uT � − û�L2(f∩∂T �),
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where û ∈ L
2(f) is an arbitrary function. A similar arguments holds for boundary faces,

where we require that û = 0 on ∂Ω. By the local quasi-uniformity (8) of the polynomial
degree distribution, and the shape regularity of the mesh, we further have

kf ∼ kT and hf ∼ hT for all T ∈ Th and f ⊂ ∂T ,

and we can replace hf and kf by hT and kT . Lemma 7.7 then follows by summation of all
element contributions.
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